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Vancouver has long been recognized as the
worlds most livable city.
When people choose to move to Vancouver, the
pace of their lives changes. There, a peaceful
serenity overcomes their inner souls. As the
mountains present a multi-dimensional back drop
to the deep blue ocean and inner harbor, life in this
city may be tailored to a persons global needs.
From hosting the 2010 Olympics, this international
city is a treasure trove of restaurants, fine arts
theaters and galleries to include the Vancouver
Symphony Orchestra, Vancouver Recital Society,
Friends of Chamber Music along with multicultural
events.

Courtesy: Shangri-La Hotel Vancouver

The Penthouse Project, wow what a view
Ardent classical music aficionados indeed have a passion for excellence. When faced with the
challenges of incorporating concert level music experiences into ones living spaces, radical
solutions become a necessity.
This document will introduce the reader to such a concept, one which spanned fourteen months
in development. Bespoke by every definition, the results indeed represent a majestic
performance. From chamber music, Wagnerian masterpieces to all that jazz,
the performance is indeed worthy of a standing ovation while looking out over the breathtaking
view of the inner harbor and North Shore Mountains.
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The Challenge
To create a full scale masterful music playback
system in a living space of 500 sq feet / 47 sq meters.
System to be invisible
Musical performance to retain the artistic balance,
dynamics, clarity and “weight” from a delicate
whisper to the thundering crescendos contained
in the grand works by Mahler, Beethoven and
Wagner among all the great masters of course.
Chamber music to simply feel as if the musicians are
present in this room.
Jazz is a critical element to this client. The system must
deliver not only the overall balance but be able to
achieve as in the case with the wide dynamic range
required for the classics, have the ability to reproduce
the driving force of the bass line and the entire ensemble.

Our client, an international business executive, has a passion for timeless beauty.
Indeed the majestic views from this roof top penthouse together with its 3000 sq
ft / 279 sq meters roof top gardens and greenhouse provides a tranquil setting.
The living rooms fireplace sheathed floor to ceiling in onyx, the solid rosewood
bookcases and vaulted ceiling resonates with the hushed quiet of the space.
“ I have played some CD’s over 100 times.
I know every note and expression. Every time, I hear something new. Every time is a new performance”.
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The Design Concept

Compromise is a concept one which necessitates
critical evaluation. Where space is nonexistent in order
to satisfy the requirements to accommodate the speaker
systems either miniature to small, intermediate or large
scale (which is our preference) what is one to do?
Answer....be radical.....be aggressive....be bold....and
do not be at all shy! Bring forth the half century of
expertise garnered in this profession, design, evaluate
and test a few concepts.

Captured Space
The floor is decidedly not the most ideal location to position studio grade speaker systems. However, it was the only space to provide sufficient
volume to house a 4.5 Cu Ft / 128 Liters speaker enclosure, as illustrated. However, there are two (2) Model 1202 enclosures
(9 Cu Ft / 255 Liters) in addition to the 8.2 Cu Ft / 232 Liters Very Low Frequency enclosure. In total, this room contains over 430 Lbs/195 Kgs of
first class custom speaker systems consuming 17.2 Cubic Feet / 487 Liters of space.......all of which in unseen.
But......how would it sound? Could we create the ambience and ability to create a satisfactory “stereo” sound image, as the right channel 1202
speaker enclosure was placed on the other side of the room at an angle of 90 degrees!
We modeled the system, created the drawings and conducted the preliminary engineering evaluation on paper. We then were able to physically
model the eventual system in one of our offices with similar dimensions to the Living Room approaching 500 Sq Feet / 47 Sq Meters or 156 Cu
Meters / 5500 Cu Ft. We were on to something of significant importance. It worked....and worked exceptionally well. Our chamber music
musician friends were invited to audition the system in our office. Two members had brought their violin and cello along. We recorded a duet with
the violin and cello, which resulted on playback in reproducing the essential elements of balance and uncanny realism.
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On Site Test
We then decided to test the system on site. We positioned two 1202FF enclosures in the positions which would ultimately house custom biamplified versions for the Left and Right Channel. The 1500 Very Low Frequency enclosure was positioned in close proximity to the final position,
which was to most fortunately result in 1/8 th space loading. The resulting bass content between 18 to 80 Hz couples to the three axis of the room
simultaneously. The resulting smoothness of bass performance takes on a totally effortless feeling, something akin to having the room “breathe”. In
much the same manner experienced in the concert hall where the bass is dimensionless, having the ability to effortlessly float through the room, over
and between the legs of members of the audience, so too this Living Room is able to recreate this degree of sensual dimensions across all forms of
music.
Again, the on site test confirmed the results a month earlier. Armed with our DAT recording of the duet featuring the violin and cello the ability to
test in situ is the most revealing test of all.

On Site Construction
By far, the most challenging aspect was the construction
of the massive 1500 Very Low Frequency enclosure, with
15 inch / 38 cm woofer tuned to 22 Hz. This enclosure
required the skill of a surgeon, as the completed system
would be placed in a void created next to the hot water
radiator heating system and built in rosewood cabinetry
with 2 inch thick onyx tops. Image at right illustrates
the yet unfinished enclosure.

RS 1500 VLF custom enclosure
The parts were cut offsite and assembled in the living room.
Minute adjustments were required due to obscure wall
elements, pipes and other obstructions.
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Mastery in Bespoke Design
The completed 15 inch / 38 cm dia woofer Very Low Frequency
System. The burgundy raw silk grille covers the woofer and vents.
Position “X” is the location which houses the 1200 watt power
amplifier which powers the Model 1500 VLF woofer system.

“X”

“Y”

Y illustrates the brass grille covering the heating system.

Y

Y
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Main Speaker Systems

Leader 1202-6.3-32 Custom Bi-Amplified Studio Playback Monitor

The Left Channel

With over 1000 units in operation in custom and standard configurations, the
versatile Leader 1202 monitor system became the ideal solution. The
high frequency wave guide system operates above 1500 Hz. Its controlled
directivity establishes stable frequency response to 45 degrees above the
0 degree on-axis direction. At a normal seating position, the mid-band and
high frequencies have a stable frequency response, resulting in much the
same degree of high frequency “blend” with both the distance and diffusion
we all experience in a concert hall.
At a normal ear height of approximately 44 inches / 1118mm above the floor
when seated on a soft cushion sofa, flat tapered response is achieved.

The 12 inch / 304 mm diameter special woofer crosses over to the
mid-hi wave guide at 1500 Hz. The 90 degree conical dispersion
of this HF section is independently powered by a 125 watt amplifier.
The Mid Range and Woofer section operates below 1500 Hz. A
dedicated amplifier at 450 watts RMS powers this section. The
Leader DXO 4.8 digital speaker management system provides
24 dB/octave crossover functions including digital time alignment
to optimize the two sections at the crossover frequency. This critical
time element optimizes the “off-axis” sum performance between the
two transducers. Further to this optimization, the acoustical sum axis
is designed to be shifted slightly to the right, again utilizing the time
delays in the DXO. Modest room equalization is also established in
the digital domain, while program EQ may be optimized for Jazz and
Classical performances. While the 1202 is designed to operate to
32 Hz @ -3dB, both the left and right channels are DXO timed and
and high passed at 40 Hz. The sum signal is then DXO optimized to be
sent to the 1500 VLF system operating between 18 to 85 Hz.
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Right Channel

The Right Channel shares the location with the systems pre-amplifier system and studio
grade CD player. Two power amplifiers and DXO 4.8 Digital Processor are located behind
the sofa. D to A conversion for the CD player: Prism Dream DA2 made in England.

Right Channel
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System Specifications
Main Speaker Systems (two)

Very Low Frequency System (one)

Leader Acoustic Labs 1202-4.5-32 custom
12 inch / 2 way Bi-Amplified
Frequency Response:
32 to 18,500 Hz +/- 2 dB
Crossover Frequency:
1500 Hz
Dispersion HF:
90 degrees conical
Absolute Maximum SPL: 117 dB SPL / enclosure
Sensitivity 1Watt / M:
96 dB average
Output Power:
3 Acoustic Watts
Woofer Power:
400 watts LTA
HF Power:
25 Watts LTA
100 watts 10 ms PK

Leader Acoustic Labs RS 1500-9-22 custom
Woofer:
15 inch / 38 cm diameter
Frequency range: 18 to 125 Hz overall
System Tailored Response: 18 to 83 Hz B6 alignment
Woofer Power: 400 Watts Long Term Average
Woofer Max Voltage: 105 Volts Peak
Transducer Fs:
21 Hz
Output in Acoustic Watts: 6.4 aW (not electrical amplifier watts)
Enclosure Weight:
146 lbs / 66 Kgs
Room Loading:
1/8 space / trihedral +9 dB

Electronics
(all analog line level signals balanced
XLR connectors nominal level +4 dBu,

VLF Amplifier
900 Watts @ 8 Ohms

LF Amplifier Main Channels
2 x 450 watts RMS @ 8 ohms

MF & HF Amplifier Main Channels

Amplifiers by Leader

2 x 125 watts RMS @ 8 ohms

Digital Speaker Management System
Leader DXO 4.8

Digital to Analog Converter for CD Player
Prism Dream DA 2

Prism Dream DA2 Digital to Analog Converter

Leader DXO 4.8
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Design Rationale
At Leader, we are constantly asked “why are your systems physically so large”?
It is a simple answer. The systems sound their absolute best. The reasons are complex. The excessive hype and oversimplification
throughout the consumer electronics industry over the past 40 years, or since the emergence of compact speaker system became
common place, there is no doubt that many small speaker systems do sound pleasing. However, there are multiple acoustical
dimensions that small compact systems are incapable of achieving regardless of brand, cost or country of manufacture.
The acoustic size of a speaker system given the design process, where the “timbre” (the overall shape and balance of the sound) exhibits
the same balance both in front (0 degrees on-axis) and off to the side of a speaker system is known as being of constant directivity. To only
speak of frequency response is generally measured on-axis, in front of the speaker box. While smooth curves may be achieved, there
is much going on off to the sides and in elevation, that is concealed from both the specification and the customer has no idea what’s missing,
if anything at all.
The ability to control the mid band and high frequency dispersion, such that the on-axis performance is virtually identical across a
wide horizontal window of 90 to 100 degrees requires space. This space must be incorporated into the face of the speaker enclosure.
Wave Guides are a modern and more sophisticated version of a horn. These devices have the ability together with far greater sophistication
associated with the driver than found in the majority of consumer speaker systems, to maintain the acoustical power radiation across both the
vertical and horizontal planes. It must also be noted, that the radiated acoustical energy is far greater than “naked dome” drivers such as
tweeters and mid range devices, all of which have narrower and collapsing coverage as the frequencies rise in pitch. The result using highly
refined wave-guides contributes to an exceptionally wide and well controlled sound stage, superior imaging together with transparency and a
realistic impression of a musical event.
In addition, the bass frequencies require woofer systems with the ability to operate within their linear range at high listening levels. Leader
designs all of our systems with generous amounts of “headroom” the safety margin between peak level and healthy listening volumes.
This again requires space, and is evident in each and every system created by Leader for music playback, cinema, recording and music
evaluation systems.
Such is the success story here in the penthouse. The open plan 500 square foot / 47 sq meters living room couples to a large dining room
with vaulted ceilings. The private dual elevator lobby also serves as a method for bass to dissipate. This attribute is often missing in
residential listening spaces. Large well controlled spaces do sound superior to small(er) rooms.
The result is truly a Penthouse Serenade.
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